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COMPLETE LOCALIZATION OF DOMAINS WITH 
NONCOMPACT AUTOMORPHISM GROUPS 

KANG-TAE KIM 

ABSTRACT. We prove a characterization of the domains in en with an auto-
morphism orbit accumulating at a boundary point at which the boundary is real 
analytic and convex up to a biholomorphic change of local coordinates. This re-
sult generalizes the well-known Wong-Rosay theorem on strongly pseudoconvex 
domains to the case of locally convex domains with real analytic boundaries. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

For a given pseudoconvex domain 0 in Cn we call pEa 0 a local peak point 
if there is a continuous function f: U --4 C defined on an open neighborhood 
of p in Cn satisfying: 

( 1 ) f is complex analytic on UnO; 
(2) f(P) = 1, and If(q)1 < 1 for any q E closure(O)\{p}. 

The function f defined above is called a local peaking function of 0 at 
p. We also denote by Aut(O) the group of all biholomorphic mappings from 
o onto itself. Then as J.-P. Rosay proved in [7], we have the following phe-
nomenon: 

If there are a sequence {gil c Aut(O), a local peak point p E ao and a point 
Po E 0 such that g/po) --4 p as j --4 00 in Cn , then for any compact subset 
K cc 0 and for any e > 0, there exists jo > 0 such that 

gi(K) cc Be(p) nO for any j ~ jo' 

where Be(p) denotes the open ball of radius e centered at p in Cn . 

Therefore, in principle, the relatively small part, Be(p) nO of 0, should 
be enough to understand the whole domain O. This is, of course, only a 
highly philosophical statement. However, in the case of strongly pseudoconvex 
domains, as in [7, 8], this idea has a precise form, the following well-known 

Wong-Rosay theorem. Any bounded domain 0 cc Cn with a C2 strongly pseu-
doconvex boundary point p E ao, admitting a sequence {gil C AutO such that 
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g/po) ~ p as j ~ 00 for some Po EO, is biholomorphic to the open unit ball 
in en. 

This beautiful theorem has played an important role in the geometric the-
ory of strongly pseudoconvex domains in en, as one finds from [3]. So it is 
natural to attempt to prove an analogue of this theorem in the case of weakly 
pseudoconvex domains. However, the techniques developed in [7, 8] cannot be 
directly applied to the weakly pseudoconvex domains. R. Greene and S. Krantz 
[4] found out how to use the C / K invariant, which was the major tool in [7], 
[8], for the characterization of the smooth Thullen domains defined by 

Z Zm Zm Iz,1 +Izzi 2+"'+lznl n<1 

in en , which possess noncompact automorphism groups but are not biholomor-
phic to the ball unless all m j are equal to 1. This result is not a special case 
of the Wong-Rosay theorem, because these domains are weakly pseudoconvex. 
However, Greene and Krantz's proof is very complicated, since they needed 
to control the shape of the orbit of the sequences of automorphisms near the 
boundary points. 

The goal of this paper is to extend the result of [4] just quoted to include a 
broader collection of domains. The basic method is a normal family argument 
which is a modification of the theorem in [2]: 

The sequence of holomorphic mappings (Jj (z) : 0 ~ en defined by 
-1 (Jj(Z) := [ogj(po)] (gj(z) - p) 

is shown to be a normal family with all the subsequential limits one-to-one and 
onto, provided that the domain 0 and {gj} C Aut 0 satisfy the condition called 
Condition (L) at p, which is defined in §2 of this paper. Moreover, by choosing a 
subsequence l!necessary, we obtain a local set convergence of the domains (Jj(O) 
in en. 

It turns out that this result is useful because we do not have to worry about 
how to control the shape of the orbit of the sequence at the boundary point. 
Meanwhile, we would like to mention that this method is closely related to the 
method introduced in [6]. In the present paper, analyzing the local Hausdorff 
limit of the sequence 0)0), we have shown that the limit domain is entirely 
determined by the shape of 0 near p EO, up to biholomorphic mappings, 
provided that the domain 0 satisfies the Condition (L). For the precise state-
ments, see the main theorems in §2. 

Note that there are many weakly pseudoconvex domains satisfying Condi-
tion (L). Thus our main result here is indeed more general than the result of 
the Wong-Rosay [7, 8]) and the result of Greene-Krantz ([4]). Of course, our 
statement, as it stands, is not a direct generalization of Wong-Rosay theorem. 
However, the Wong-Rosay theorem can be proved by our technique with suit-
able small modifications. We would like to express our deepest gratitude to 
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R. E. Greene for valuable suggestions and encouragement. This work is part of 
the author's Ph.D. dissertation at the University of California at Los Angeles. 

2. DEFINITIONS AND STATEMENTS 

Definition. Let n be a bounded pseudoconvex domain in en with boundary 
an. A boundary point pEon is said to be convexifiable, if there exist an 
open neighborhood U of p in en and a one-to-one holomorphic mapping 
f: U ---> en with f(U n n) convex. 

We recall the definition of finite type from D'Angelo [1]: 

Definition. Let n be a pseudoconvex domain in en with smooth boundary 
and with the defining function p: en ---> R, i.e., 

n = {z Eel p(z) < a}, 
en\n = {Z E en I p(z) > A}, 
grad p(q) =I 0 for any q Eon. 

Let X be a germ of a complex analytic variety of complex dimension 1, repre-
sented by the analytic function 

'I' = ('1'1 ' ... , 'l'n) : V ---> en 

defined on an open neighborhood V of 0 E e with '1'(0) = p, 'I' t= p, where 
pEOn. Let v(f) denote the order of vanishing of f at 0 for any smooth 
function f defined on an open neighborhood of 0 in e mapping into en. 
Then we define 

r*(an p X) = v(p 0 '1') 
" v('I') 

which is, roughly speaking, the order of contact of X with an at p. Now we 
define the type of an at p by the quantity 

r(an, p) = supr*(X) 

where the supremum is taken over all germs X of the complex varieties. More-
over, we say that n is of finite type I, if r(an, p) = I < 00. It is known that 
the type is always an even number if the boundary of the domain is real analytic 
(cf. [1]). 

Definition. We say that a bounded pseudo convex domain n cc en satisfies 
Condition (L) at pEon, if the following three conditions hold: 

( I) a n is real analytic near p and is of finite type 2k at p. 
(2) pEon is convexifiable. 
(3) There exist a point Po E n and a sequence {gj} c Autn such that 

limj--+oo gj(po) = p in en . 

Then we prove the following main result. 
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Theorem 1. Let n l and 02 be bounded pseudoconvex domains in Cn satisfying 
the Condition (L) at PI E 8°1 and at P2 E 8°2, respectively. If there exist open 
neighborhoods VI of PI and V2 of P2 in Cn and a biholomorphic mapping 
f: VI ~ V2, with f(PI) = P2 with f(VI n 8°1) coinciding with V2 n 802 
up to and including the 2kth order terms in the Taylor expansions at P2 of 
defining functions where 2k = .(8nl ,PI) = .(8n2 , P2)' then °1 and n 2 are 
biholomorphic to each other. 

Remark. This theorem, in particular, characterizes the smooth Thullen domains 

{(zl' ... , zn) E Cnllzl + Izlm2 + ... + Iznl2mn < I} 

by their automorphism groups and the local shape of the boundaries near (I , 0, 
... , 0). 

The proof of Theorem I above yields the following result also: 

Theorem 2. Let ° be a bounded pseudoconvex domain in Cn satisfying the Con-
dition (L) at some p E 80. Then ° is biholomorphic to the domain represented 
by the inequality 

(t) 

where: 
( I ) Pm (k = 2, ... , n) are real valued positive homogeneous polynomials of 

k 

degree mk ; 

(2) Qi ... i are either identically 0, or real homogeneous polynomials of de-
2 n 

gree E7=2 i" with fixed degree i, in variables z" z, for each I; and 
(3) (i2' .. _, in) varies over the set of (n - I )-tuples of nonnegative integers, 

at least two of whose entries are nonzero, satisfying the relation 

~+ ... +~=1. 
m 2 mn 

Corollary. For any bounded (or just complete hyperbolic) pseudoconvex domain 
satisfying Condition (L), its automorphism group has the noncompact identity 
component with respect to the compact-open topology. 

Corollary. Any bounded pseudoconvex domain in Cn with real analytic boundary 
which is convexifiable at every point and possesses a noncompact automorphism 
group is biholomorphic to one of the domains defined by the inequality (t). 

While preparing this manuscript, it became known to us that E. Bedford and 
S. Pinchuk had proved recently a much stronger result in complex dimension 
two. Their theorem is that every bounded pseudoconvex domain in C2 with a 
real analytic boundary and with a noncom pact automorphism group is biholo-
morphic to one of the smooth Thullen domains. However, we believe that our 
theorem is of separate interest even in complex dimension two. In light of the 
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Bedford-Pinchuk theorem, it would be very attractive if one could classify the 
homogeneous polynomials appearing in (t). 

3. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREMS 

We start the proof with 

Lemma A. Let 0 be a bounded pseudoconvex domain in en satisfying the 
Condition (L) at p E ao. Then there is a sequence {A j } C GLn(C) such that 

(1) IIAjlll---> 0 as j ---> 00; and 
(2) lim Aj(O - p) = n exists and is biholomorphic to 0, 

J-+CO 

where the limit is taken in the sense of local Hausdorff distances in en and where 
0- p = {z - PEen I z EO}. 
Proof. This lemma is a modification of the theorem of S. Frankel [2] which 
implies that the sequence {Wj : 0 ---> en}, where Wj are defined to be wj(z) := 
[dgj(Po)]-\g)z) - gj(po)) forms a normal family. Moreover, any subsequential 
limit is biholomorphic. Hence, we begin with 

Step 1. The proof of the statement above: 
It is enough to estimate Ildwjllsup from above on each compact subset of O. 

To make the proof as clear as possible we introduce the following notations: 

-I z+, Aj(z) := [dgj(po)] (z - gj(po)) , rp(z, 0 := -2-

for any z, , E en . 
Let Ko be an arbitrary compact subset of O. Then there is another compact 

subset K of 0 which contains Ko in its interior. Choose r > 0 such that 
B,(p) nO is convex after a holomorphic change of coordinates at p. We also 
assume, momentarily, that B,(p)nO is actually convex. (After carrying out the 
proof, it should be clear that we may assume this without loss of generality.) 
By (1) and (2) in Condition (L), there is a local peaking function of 0 at p, 
and hence there exists jo > 0 such that gj(K) c B,(P) n 0 for any j ~ jo (cf. 
[7]). Thus we may assume that gj(K) c B,(p) nO for all j. 

Now we consider the mapping Fj : K x K ---> 0 defined by the following 
diagram: 

gjX g j ) AxA 
KxK U x U ~ Aj(U) x Aj(U) 

Fj 1 1~ 
-I A~I 

0 
gj 

U 
) 

Aj(U) +--- +---

where U:= B,(p) nO. Namely, F)z, 0 = wjl 0 rp 0 (Aj x A) 0 (gj x g). By 
Kobayashi [5, p. 74], {Fj } is a normal family of holomorphic mappings, since 
Fj(O, 0) = 0 for all j. 
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Now we look at 
F( r) _ W(Z) + W(') wo z, .. - 2 

(note that here we drop the subscripts momentarily) where z = (zl, ... , zn) 
and, = (,I , ... , ,n). A direct computation shows that 

(A) 
a 2 ' a z',m aFj a 2Fj a ' 

"" W (oF)-£---. = _". W (oF). 
7~ azmaz) azk az l 7 az1a,k az) 

Moreover, 

(B) 

Combining (A) and (B), we obtain, at (z, z), 

1 a 2w' ( a 2Fj a 2 F j ) aw' 
(C) "2 azkazi(z) = ~ azkazi - a,kazi (z, z) azj (z). 

Since {F;} A is a normal family as we pointed out, we have IID2 W j II :$ 
CKollDwjll on Ko. Also we have wj(Po) = 0 and Dwj(po) = identity. There-
fore, we get IIDw)·1I :$ C~ for some constant C~ depending only on Ko. So 

o 0 
we have proven that Wj is a normal family of holomorphic mappings. 

Now, let W = limk --+ oo wk be a subsequential limit of {w). Then since 
the wk's are biholomorphic and since wj(po) = 0, we can conclude that the 
determinant of the holomorphic Jacobian of OJ is nowhere zero, by applying 
Hurwitz's theorem. It is also easy to see that W has to be globally one-to-one 
since the convergence of {w j} is uniform on compact subsets. 

Moreover, note that every eigenvalue of dgj(O) tends to 0 as j approaches 
00 , which can be seen as follows: 

Suppose that there exists a vector v E Cn such that 

lim Ildg).(O)vll ~ e > O. 
)--+00 

Choose a positive real number 6 > 0, independent of j, such that r (0) = v 
for some holomorphic mapping 1 from the open disc in C, with a certain 
radius 6 and centered at 0 into n, with 1(0) = O. Then consider the se-
quence {gj 0 I} of hoI om orphic mappings. This is a normal family, since n 
is bounded. Let <I> be the limit of a subsequence of this normal family. Then 
the image of <I> is contained in the closure of n. Since <1>(0) = P E an, the 
image of <I> will be entirely contained in the boundary, an, by the Maximum 
Principle. On the other hand, 11<1>' (0)11 ~ e > O. Therefore, the boundary an 
of n admits a nonconstant analytic set at p. But this is impossible because p 
is a local peak point of n. 
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We have yet to prove that some subsequence of [dgj(O)]-' (gj(Z) - p) con-
verges uniformly on all compact subsets. To prove this we first need to show 
the following. 

Step 2. We can choose a subsequence of {w j }, which we again denote by {w j }, 
such that {w/Q)} converges to w(Q) in the local Hausdorff distance (i.e., in 
the sense of local set convergence). Moreover, w(Q) is convex. 

This is easy to prove. From the definition of W j we have 
-, 

w/Q) = [dg/po)] (Q - p) 

with Pj -+ P E Q as J -+ 00, since gj(Q) = Q. Now since all the eigenvalues 
of [dgj(po)] tend to 0 as J -+ 00, for any R > 0, there exists JR > 0 such that 

BR(O) n Wj(Q) = wj(B,(p) n Q) n BR(O) 

for all J > JR' Since B,(p) n Q is convex, BR(O) n Wj(Q) is convex for any 
J > JR' Hence, by choosing subsequences, we have proven the conclusion of 
this step. 

Thus it suffices to show 

Step 3. The sequence (l/Z) := [dgj(po)]-'(gj(Z)-p) of hoI om orphic mappings 
from Q to en is also a normal family. Moreover, any subsequential limit gives 
a holomorphic embedding of Q into en . 

It is enough to show that [dgj(po)]-'(p - p) is a bounded sequence in en 
where Pj = gj(po)' For, once we get this, then the claim follows from Step 1. 
Thus, suppose that limj--->oo[dg/po)]-' (t-p) = 00 for every boundary point t 
of Q. Since 0 E Wj(Q) for all J, the sequence of domains {Wj(Q)} converges 
to the entire en in local Hausdorff distance. Therefore, we have w(Q) = en 
and hence Q is biholomorphic to en by Step 1. But this is impossible since Q 
is hyperbolic. (Here, as usual, W denotes limj--->oo w j .) Therefore, there exists 
a to E aQ such that 

IIAj(to)11 :::; C for any J 

with an absolute constant C independent of J. Now we show that to = p. Note 
that we have [dgj(po)]-'v -+ 00 for any v i- 0 in en . Therefore, to - Pj -+ 0 
as J -+ 00. But we have Pj -+ P as J -+ 00. Hence, we conclude that P = to' 
So the proof of Lemma A is complete. 

We try to apply Lemma A above, to Q, at P, ' to generate a "unique and 
canonical" 0" which is determined by the local shape of the boundary aQ, 
near P, ' up to biholomorphic equivalence. This will imply Theorem 1, since 
the domains Q, and Q 2 near P, and P2 ' respectively, are exactly the same up 
to biholomorphic mappings. Thus we may study 0 with the convention that 
Q = Q, and P = P, = O. 

The inductive proof of the main theorems is by induction on the dimension. 
The complex two dimensional case will be proved first. Then we will carry out 
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the proof in complex dimension three using the result in dimension two. Then 
we will describe the induction on complex dimension n in general. 

We now prove Theorems 1 and 2 in complex dimension two: 
We may assume that the domain n is convex near 0 E an. Also, let 

n = {(z, w) Ed: p(z, w) < O} 
with p(O, 0) = 0 and let the tangent plane to an at 0 be defined by 1m z = O. 
Then we may also assume 

"" i -i 2 2k+1 p(z, w) = u + ~ CijW W + O(v ,VW, W ) 
i+i=2k 

near 0, where u = Re z , v = 1m z, and Cii E C. 
Then clearly we can find positive real numbers C1 ' C2 and domains DI ' D2 ' 

respectively, such that, for some neighborhood U of 0 in e, Dl nU c nnU c 
D2 n U with {O} caDI nan n aD2, where 

2 2k 
DI := {(z, w) E e : Re z < -Cllwl }, 

2 2k 
D2 := {(z, w) E e : Re z < -C21wl }. 

Let {Ai} be the sequence of complex n by n matrices in Lemma A. Then, 
the sequence consisting of the terms a~m = (AkVI' Vm)Euc' where vI is the vector 
in en whose components are all zero except the lth component which is 1, can 
be assumed, by extracting a subsequence if necessary, to satisfy la{ 1 / a~ll ~ C > 
o for some constant C> O. Then we will have a~l/ 2\1la~21, and a~2/ 2\11aLI 
bounded for all j, since, otherwise, either D2 collapses to a set with empty 
interior or DI becomes too big to be hyperbolic at the limit, an obvious con-
tradiction to Lemma A. Hence there is a "unique and canonical" scaling up to 
complex linear equivalence, depending only on the local defining function of 
an at (0,0). 

Moreover, we will have, at the limit, 
Re(z + hw) < -P2k(cZ + dw) 

as a defining inequality of n, where h, C and d are complex numbers and 
where P2k (W) = E i+i =2k CiiWi'lJji . (Note that all the higher order terms vanish 
at the limit.) Therefore, n is biholomorphic to the domain defined by the in-
equality Re' < -P2k(~). This proves Theorems 1 and 2 in complex dimension 
2. 

Now we prove Theorem.; 1 and 2 in complex dimension 3, using the results 
in complex dimension 2. By Condition (L) and Lemma A, we may assume that 
n is actually convex near p. Then since a n is of type 2k at p = 0, the 
defining function p of n near p = 0 can be written as 
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where 
(a) v l =lmz l , 

(b) m2 = 2k, 

147 

(c) Pm[ (I = 1,2), is a homogeneous polynomial in zi and zi with degree 
ml , 

(d) Qn n consists of all monomials of degree n l in z2' z2' and of degree 
I 2 

n2 in Z3' z3' respectively, and, 
(e) n l > 0 and n2 > O. 

This expression is easily obtained by virtue of the convexity of Q at p = 0 E 
aQ. Now we try to find n explicitly by a direct computation. We introduce 
the following notations for the later convenience: 

Aj E GLn(C) the scaling sequence introduced in Theorem A. 
Bj := Ajl = (b~p). 
Qj = A j(Q), assuming that p = 0 E en. 
n = lim Q j as before. 

J-+OO 

Then a Q j is defined by 

with 

0= Re(b{1 ZI + b{2Z2 + b{3z3) 

3 

Z~ = L b~kzk for h = 1,2, 3, and v{ = 1m Z{. 
k=1 

We may assume, without loss of generality, that 

(3) Ib{kl/lbL I ~ constant, for any j = 1, 2, 3, ... , 

for each k = 1, 2, 3. Also we may assume that b{ I > 0 for an j, replacing 
Aj by (b{l/lb{d)Aj after extracting a subsequence from {A j } if necessary so 
that the sequence b{ I I I b{ II is convergent. Then we prove: 

Lemma B. The sequence {b/k I mifb[;} is bounded for all possible I, k and j. 
Proof. Since Q is convex at p = 0 and is of finite type m 2 , there is an open 
neighborhood N of 0 in en such that Un N c Ec n N, where 

Ec = {(ZI' z2' z3) E diRe ZI < -C(lz2Im2 + IZ3I m3)}. 
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Therefore, considering the fact that, for fixed R > 0, OJ n BR C Aj(Ed n BR 
for any j large, it is clear that limjAj(Ec ) must contain some open set. But 
then Aj(Ec) is given by the inequality 

i.e., 

( bi2 bi3 ) Re Z I + ] z2 + ] Z3 
bll bll 

(6) <-c --z +"'+--Z ( b~1 b~3 
~ I mifb[ 3 

b~1 b~3 m2) + --Z +"'+--Z . 
m2 fbi I m2 fbi 3 
YUII YUII 

Therefore, to have limj Aj(Ec) contain some open set, we must have the right-
hand side bounded. So the lemma follows. 

To understand the proof more geometrically and intuitively, we assume that 
the tangent planes To(aOj ) converge in the sense of the local Hausdorff dis-

tances in Cn • By the lemma above, we assume that bid mifb[ converges for 
any I = 2, 3, k = l, 2, 3, and that bid bi I converges for I = 2, 3. Then 
consider 
(7) 

which is a complex two dimensional section of 0, represented by 

(8) 0> Re zi + Pm (z2) + O(v~ , VI Z2' VI Z3' Z~2+1), 
2 

Then it is clear that n contains limj A)Q') in its closure. Note that 
limj Aj(O') will be defined by 

(9) Re(zi + aZ2 + bz3) < -Pm (az i + pZ2 + YZ3)' 
2 

as in (5), where a, b, a, p and yare complex numbers. Since n is a convex 
domain in C3 , if the vectors (l , a , b) and (a, p , y) are C-linearly dependent, n will contain a complex line. This violates the fact that n has to be hyperbolic 
in Kobayashi's sense. Therefore, the vectors 

( 1 Oa) (l , a, b) = lim (l , bi 2/ b{ I' b{ 3/ bi I ) 
J 

and 

(lOb) 

are linearly independent over C. 
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So we have the following two cases to consider, knowing that n exists: 
3· . 

Case 1. Pm30:::k=1 b~kzk)/bil is bounded. 

Case 2. Pm30:::!=1 b~kzk)/b{1 tends to 00 as j -+ 00. 

We will show that, in Case 1, there is a unique n, up to biholomorphic 
equivalence, determined entirely by the local defining function of Q at pEa n 
which is the boundary point satisfying Condition (L). Also, we will show that 
Case 2 does not occur. This will complete the proof of Theorem 1. Theorem 2 
will be obtained by observing what the limit has to be in this procedure. 

Case 1. In this case, as we pointed out before, {b~d m<fb[:} has to be a bounded 
sequence and hence may be assumed to be convergent by extracting a subse-
quence for each k = 1, 2, 3. Then expression (2) gives US, at the limit, the 
defining equation of an: 

0= Re(zl + aZ2 + bz3) + Pm (O:ZI ' pZ2' YZ3) + Pm (szl ' tz2, rz3) 
2 3 

+ }~~{Qnln2 (tb~kZk' tb~kZk)/b{1 +d/bL} , 
k=1 k=1 

(11 ) 

where d and a, b, 0:, p, yare as in (2a) and (1 Oa,b), respectively, and where 

(12) (s t r) = lim (~ b~2 b~3) 
" j-+oo m3 fbi' m3 fbi' m3 fbi . 

V vII V vII V Vi I 
Since the right-hand side of (11) has to be finite as a whole, we must have 
Qn n / b{ I bounded, because it is the term which grows fastest, if it diverges in 

I 2 
this case. But then 

Qn1n2 (tb~kZk' tb~kZk)/b{1 
k=1 k=1 

= Q (~b~k Z ,~ bjk z). (b j ) ~+ ~-I 
n1n2 ~ m2hJ k ~ m3hJ k 11 

k=1 V bil k=1 V bll 

and hence we must have ii;- + iff- - 1 ~ 0 and the Q term will converge either to 
2 3 o or Qn1n2 (O:ZI + pZ2+yz3' SZI +tz2 +rz3), depending on the defining function 

p. Then n will be defined by, up to a holomorphic change of coordinates, 

0> P«(I' (2' (3) = Re (I + Pm «(2) + Pm «(3) + Q«(2' (3) 
2 3 

where Q is either 0 or Q with!!.L + .!:z.. = 1 depending on p. So Case 1 is n1n2 m2 m3 
now completely understood. 

Remark. If the vectors (1, a, b), (0:, p, y), (s, t, r) are linearly dependent 
over C, then n would contain a complex line, which is not allowed. 
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Case 2. We now prove that no scaling by {Ai} is possible in this case. 
Since we know that n exists, the following expression for ani must have 

the right-hand side bounded: 

( b{2 b{3) o = Re Z I + J z2 + J z3 
bll bll 

(13) + Pm2 (t m~b-bki ) + Pm3 (t m~b-bki Zk) 
k=1 YUII k-I YUII 

+ Qn 1n2 (tb~kZk' tb~kZk)/bil +d/b{I' 
k=1 k=1 

where oJ is as in (2a). 
Notice that we have shown that the first two terms on the right-hand side are 

bounded. Again by considering the rate of divergence, we can just ignore the 0 
part, because it is of lower growth rate, even though it goes to infinity. Hence, 
we must have 

(14a) 

and 

(14b) (Pm + Qn n )/b{1 is stable. 
3 I 2 

So we let 

(15) Ti (z) := P m3 (2: b~k z k) / b{ I + Qnl n2 (t b~k z k ' t bL z k) / b{ I· 
k k=1 k=1 

0000 A 0 A Let z = (Zl ' z2' z3) En. Then there will be eo> 0 such that (1 + eo)z En 
since n is open. Then we have 

(16) Ti((1 +eo)zo) = (1 +eo)m3Ti (zo) 

+ [(1 +eo)n l +n2 - (1 +eo)m3]Qn 1n2 (tb~kZ~' tb~kZ~) / b{1 

bounded. Thus we must have m3 = n l + n2 . But then 

( 17) 

Note that m3 :s m2 , since m2 = r(an, 0). Hence the sequence 

{(b~l/ mifb{;, ... , b~3/ mifb{;n 
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is never bounded unless m3 = m 2. But in Case 2, because of Lemma B, we 
know that m3 < m 2 . As we observed before 

( 18) 

(~ ... ~) ~' 'mfb[ 
( bi bi ). I I 

= mjbr; , ... '~ . (b~ I) m2 - m3 --t 00 as j --t 00. 

So by (17) and (18), we have 

Ti (z) = P ('" b~k z) 
m3 ~ mJZj k 

k Vb!, 
( 19) 

Now write 
Bi _ (bk,' bk2' bk3) 

k - Vlbkl1 2 + Ibk212 + Ibki 
for k = 2, 3 

and assume, again choosing subsequences of {Ai} if necessary, that 

lim B~ = B2 and 
)-+00 

lim B~ = B3• 
)-+00 

Then if B2 and B3 are linearly independent over C, we can choose zl, Z2 E n 
I 2 I 2 such that B3· z = B3 . Z , B2 · Z f:. B2 . z and 

I I 2 2 Qn n (B2 . Z ,B3 · z ) f:. Qn n (B2 . Z ,B3· Z ). 
I Z I Z 

But then either ITi(zl)1 /00, or ITi (z2)1 /00, which is clearly a contradic-
tion. Therefore, we have only to check the last remaining possibility that the 
vectors B2 and B3 are linearly dependent over C. 

Let us assume that B2 = AB3 for some A E c, IAI = 1 . Then (19) becomes 

(20) Ti (z) = A~ . Pm (B~ . z) + Ai· Qn n (cB~ . z, B~ . z), 
3 I 2 

which must converge, where c is a complex number. Therefore, they must 
cancel out completely, because both A~ and A~ tend to infinity. 

Now we repeat the same process on the homogeneous parts of next higher 
degree like P + Q ,and end up with the limit domain defined by the m3 n l nz 
inequality 

0> Re(BI . z) + Pm (B2 . z) + H(B2 . z, B3 . z), 
2 

for some real valued homogeneous polynomial H. But since B2 = AB3 ' this 
domain will possess a complex line sitting inside, which cannot be allowed by 
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the hyperbolicity of Q and Lemma A. This completes the proof in the case of 
complex dimension three. 

Finally, we specify the induction step on n = complex dimension (.0) to 
finish the proof: 

(Hn) With defining junction 

P(zl' ... , zn) =2 Re ZI +Pm (Z2)+"'+Pm (Zn) 
2 n 

+ "'" Qi ... i (Z2' Z3' ... , Zn) + higher order terms, W 2 n 

where the sum is taken over the (n - 2)-tuples (i2' ... , in) of nonnegative integers 
satisfying 

~+ ... +~=l 
m2 mn 

and where Pm and Q are as described in Theorem 2, the scaling sequence 
k 

satisfies the following conditions: 

( I ) b{ 1/ b{ 1 and bkl/ mifb{; are bounded regardless of j , for each k = 2, 3 
and I = I, 2, 3. 

(2) b{1 > O. 
(3) The vectors B 1 ' ... , B n defined by 

BI = lim (1 , b{2/b{\, ... , b{n/b{l) , 
J 

B 1· (bj / m2 {;jbj bj / m2 {;jbj ) k = 1m k 1 V Vj 1 ' ... , kn V Vj 1 
J 

are linearly independent over C. 

(k=2, ... ,n) 

Now the induction step is completed by the same argument we have used to 
prove (H3) assuming (H2). This completes the proof of all the results stated 
in §2. 
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